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WELCOME
Happy New Year and welcome to the Office of Sustainability and
Innovations (OSI) latest newsletter! This newsletter’s purpose is to give
Ann Arbor residents a glimpse into the work we do in working towards
an
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equitable,
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detail
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carbon
be

neutral

found
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If
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website: www.a2gov.org/sustainability. As always, thank you for your

4. Announcements

interest in sustainability activities in Ann Arbor.

LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
5. Resident

Equity and justice are at the center of A2ZERO and staff in OSI are
continuing to ground our work in these critical principles. In that light,

Spotlight

we’d like to take a moment to honor the geographic and historic space
we

6. Ambassador

share.

We

acknowledge

that

the

land

the

City

of

Ann

Arbor

occupies is the ancestral, traditional, and contemporary lands of the
Anishinaabe and Wyandot peoples. We further acknowledge that our

Spotlight

city

stands,

like

almost

all

property

in

the

United

States,

on

lands

obtained, generally in unconscionable ways, from indigenous peoples.

7. Program
Updates

The taking of this land was formalized by the Treaty of Detroit in 1807.
Knowing where we live, work, study, and recreate does not change the
past, but a thorough understanding of the ongoing consequences of
this past can empower us in our work to create a future that supports
human flourishing and justice for all individuals.

UPCOMING EVENTS
2022 A2ZERO Sustainability Series - Last Wednesday of each month, Jan-May 2022, 6:00-8:00pm: Join


the Office of Sustainability and Innovations on the last Wednesday of each month for our virtual A2ZERO
Sustainability Series! Each forum will focus on a sustainability topic and how you can get involved, and will
feature speakers from OSI as well as guest speakers from other government groups, non-profits, local
businesses, and more!For a list of topics and to register, please click here.

Ann Arbor Solar Stories- 1st Thursday of each month, 7:00pm: This one-hour virtual event is hosted by the
GLREA on the first Thursday of each month. Hear from Ann Arborites who have gone solar, and have a chance
to ask them all your questions! Register here for "Thursday Night Energy Events" to receive meeting links.

Climate, Coffee, andConversation - 2nd Thursday of each month, 8:00am: This monthly recurring virtual
event is an opportunity for Ann Arbor residents to come enjoy your morning beverage of choice and video chat
in an informal setting with OSI staff about A2ZERO initiatives and/or sustainability in general. Attendance is
free, but registration is required
. 

Presentation on Racial Covenants and Land Use Discrimination- Join us on June 19th at 7pm for a
presentation on racial covenants and a brief history of discriminatory land use practices. Registration is
required.

ANNOUNCMENTS
Solarize Group Buys: There are new groups in the process of forming for winter 2021-2022! Contact Julie
Rothfor more information or to be added to our Solarize mailing list.

Park Clean Up - On the second Friday of every month (March-November), OSI staff have a work day in
Bandemer Parkwith GIVE365. Join us to help remove invasives, clean up trash, and even do some plantings. If
you are interested in joining us for a work day, please email Sean Reynolds
.
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Pictured above: Strawberry Solar installers in front of the Nolbaum's new
solar array.
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Pictured above: Bridget maintaining the rain garden at
Eberwhite Elementary School.

OFFICE OF SUSTAINABILITY AND INNOVATI ONS
PROGRAM UPDATES
10,000 TREES INITIATIVE: In its first year, the 10,000

Ambassadors which will launch in February of 2022.

Trees Initiative distributed 1,860 trees – almost 1/5th of

The program which is modeled after the 7 strategies

our overall goal! After our successful events in 2021,

of the ambitious A2ZERO Carbon Neutrality Plan, lasts

we’ll be carrying these events into 2022. So, keep an

approximately 12 weeks. If you would like to more

eye out for two new FreeTree Giveaway events - one

information about the A2ZERO Ambassadors go to

in the spring and one in the fall – as well as another

https://tinyurl.com/vny6vcwd or email Galen Hardy at

Community Tree Planting event. Both of these

ghardy@a2gov.org.

programs rely heavily on volunteers, so if you’re
interested in volunteering with the 10,000 Trees

AGING IN PLACE EFFICIENTLY: Aging in Place

Initiative, please reach out to Sean Reynolds at

Efficiently (AIP) continues to provide services to older,

sreynolds@a2gov.org. And visit our webpage at

income qualified homeowners in our community.

www.a2gov.org/10ktrees for information on our

Under this pilot phase, several project homes are

upcoming events, tree education materials - including

completed with an additional fourteen in process. It

a link to our newly launched TreeTracker app - and a

has been a pleasure working with AIP clients to

link to subscribe to our mailing list!

address their concerns for home comfort and safety
while simultaneously reducing their carbon footprint

A2ZERO AMBASSADORS: The City of Ann Arbor

and increasing climate resiliency. The program

Office of Sustainability has begun to accept

partners, service providers, and contractors continue

applications for its 3rd Cohort of A2ZERO

to provide excellent customer service. As one recent

to

participant shared, “Every person that has come into

based on improvements in Home Energy Score,

our home has been so kind and helpful. You are all

decreases in water usage, and more. For more

like the ‘dream team.’ We truly appreciate this!”

information, see: The Resident Race to Zero Energy

Robust feedback is solicited as we improve the

Challenge.

existing program and look ahead to an expanded
service area. Future funding is actively being sought

RESIDENT RACE TO ZERO WASTE CHALLENGE: We

as we are now waitlisting applicants for the next

are excited to announce that we are partnering with

phase of the program. To learn more about Aging in

Live Zero Waste to host a city wide zero waste

Place Efficiently or to be added to the waitlist, please

challenge! From February 6th through the 12th, 2022

go to www.a2gov.org/AIP or email Jennifer Wolf at

participants will be encouraged to live a zero-waste

jwolf@a2gov.org.

lifestyle and attend daily educational webinars. As a
part of the challenge participants will have the

AIR QUALITY MONITORING: OSI is working to install

opportunity to win prizes through a drawing at the

monitors around the city in order to assess air quality,

end of the week. For more information, see: The

track changes in air pollutants over time, and

Resident Race to Zero Waste Challenge.

determine where air pollutants are at the highest
levels. These monitors will measure pollutants such as

BUILDING CODES: The OSI and Ann Arbor’s Building

particulate matter, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,

Department continue to encourage the state to adopt

nitrous oxides, and ozone. All data collected by these

the 2021 International Energy Conservation Code

sensors will be available to the public. OSI has

(IECC), which represents a 10-14% efficiency increase

identified potential air quality monitors and locations

over Michigan’s current code and will be instrumental

for installation. We aim to have the monitors installed

in Ann Arbor’s ability to fully realize A2ZERO. The OSI

in early 2022. For more information or with any

and the City Building Department went to Lansing to

questions, please reach out to Sean Reynolds at

advocate for full adoption when the state codes

sreynolds@a2gov.org.

opened for review. The State Bureau of Licensing And
Regulatory Affairs (LARA) is currently reviewing all

ANN ARBOR REDUCE, REUSE, RETURN (A2R3): This

comments submitted and deciding which codes to

program focuses on bringing reusable, returnable

adopt. In December, the OSI signed on to a letter to

containers into circulation through local restaurants

EGLE and the Climate Solutions Council to encourage

and businesses. Zingerman’s Deli and El Harissa are

LARA to include Michigan’s climate reduction targets

currently participating in the program and are offering

in the draft of the climate plan and work towards net-

some takeout and delivery orders in FDA-approved,

zero building codes.

microwave-, dishwasher-, and freezer-safe
containers. We are currently working to expand this

CITY FLEET: Ann Arbor’s City Fleet has over 20 fully

program to more businesses and have recently

electric vehicles in the fleet, exceeding 10%

introduced new US-made containers! Learn more here

electrification of the light fleet. In 2021, the City also

or by contacting Sean Reynolds

procured 2 electric vehicles for the police fleet and

(sreynolds@a2gov.org).

City Council approved the purchases of two electric
refuse trucks to be delivered in 2022. These will be

RESIDENT RACE TO ZERO ENERGY CHALLENGE
(formerly the Biggest Loser): The Resident Race to

the first electric refuse trucks in Michigan.

run in partnership with the GreenHome Institute.

COMMERCIAL AND MULTIFAMILY ENERGY AND
WATER BENCHMARKING: Ann Arbor passed

Postponed until mid-2022, this Energy Challenge will

Michigan’s first commercial and multifamily energy

support participants with reducing their water and

and water benchmarking ordinance. The policy will

electric bills through a variety of efficiency

improve the energy and water efficiency and comfort

improvements – and the household with the largest

of our community’s buildings that are over 20,000

reduction in energy usage will win $500. Other prizes

square feet annually track and report their energy and

Zero Energy Challenge is a home energy competition

will also be available,

water performance information to the City annually.

ENERGY CONCIERGE: The energy concierge aims to

This information will be aggregated and then shared

be a one-stop shop where residents, businesses, and

with the public one year after the initial deadline. City

property owners can go to discover money and energy

buildings are required to comply with the ordinance

saving tips, strategies to electrify their buildings and

by the end of 2021, followed by buildings and

transportation modes, ways to embrace renewable

campuses over 100,000 square feet which are

energy, techniques to improve resiliency, and ways to

required to report by June 1, 2022. Buildings and

improve home and business health and comfort. The

campuses over 50,000 square feet and 20,000 square

energy concierge will provide education, guidance,

feet will follow by June 1, 2023 and June 1, 2024,

and tools to make climate, health, and sustainability

respectively. More information about the Ordinance

action easier. In recent months, the City has been

can be found here.

exploring ways to bring the Concierge to life,
including working to reconfigure our existing website

COMMUNITY CLIMATE ACTION MILLAGE: On

and meeting with peers around the nation to

December 6th, Ann Arbor City Council voted to place

understand promising practices around conveying

a Community Climate Action Millage on the November

energy-related information in accessible and easy to

2022 ballot to help fund local climate action. Details

navigate formats. For more details on this work,

about this topic, including a use resolution that

please contact Fang Wu (fwu@a2gov.org).

provides information on the proposed uses of the
millage, can be found here and here.

EQUITY TASK FORCE: Initiated in summer of 2021,
the Equity Task Force, composed of 30 residents, is

COMMUNITY SOLAR PILOT: The City has been

helping shape the City’s approach to equitable

working with DTE over the last several months to move

engagement in Ann Arbor while also playing an active

forward a potential solar development on the capped

role in refining the city’s communication strategy,

City landfill. This project would also include DTE’s very

serving as connectors to the community and other

first community solar offering, meaning that residents

organizations, and ensuring quality outcomes. This

will have the opportunity to procure a portion of the

group also helps us establish effective community

power from the initiative. In early fall, an RFP was

engagement policies, tools, and practices. More

released to determine final designs and costs

information is available here.

associated with building the nearly 20MW array.
Interviews with bidders are underway and OSI

GREEN RENTAL HOUSING: A Task Force comprised of

anticipates going to Council with final project

tenants, landlords, low-income housing

information in first quarter 2022. More information

representatives, and the Building Department has

can be found here.

been meeting throughout the fall to draft policy
recommendations for City Council to consider. The

ELECTRIFICATION OF VEHICLES: OSI is working to

goal of the draft policy is to promote the health,

support the electrification of vehicles in Ann Arbor in

safety, comfort, and efficiency of rental units in Ann

support of our Carbon Neutrality goals. This includes

Arbor by incorporating these elements into the

increasing the number of publicly available EV

existing inspection program. Before the policy

charging points in Ann Arbor. In 2021, 4 DC Fast

proceeds to Council, it will be presented to broader

Chargers were installed at the Ann Arbor Municipal

stakeholders, go before public comment, and see

Center for public use. City Council also recently

review by the Energy Commission. We welcome your

passed a resolution allowing OSI to fund an increase

input! Keep a lookout for these information sessions

in Level 2 EV chargers in DDA garages by almost

and public comment periods shortly after the new

three-fold in 2022. In addition, OSI is looking to

year and feel free to reach out Zach Waas Smith with

launch a multi-family EV charging pilot in early 2022.

any questions (zwaassmith@a2gov.org).

To learn more and/or to get involved, please email
Simi Barr (sbarr@a2gov.org).

HEAT PUMPS: OSI has been partnering with Michigan
Saves and the Minnesota Center for Energy and

Environment to create an Electrification Badging

property owners can go to discover money and energy

program for contractors. HVAC, electrician, solar,

saving tips, strategies to electrify their buildings and

energy auditor, and plumbing contractors will be able

transportation modes, ways to embrace renewable

to complete a training course on whole-home

energy, techniques to improve resiliency, and ways to

electrification with specific attention to heat pump

improve home and business health and comfort. The

adoption and fuel switching from gas to electric, and

energy concierge will provide education, guidance,

earn an Electrification Badge. Homeowners interested

and tools to make climate, health, and sustainability

in updating their homes and appliances to reduce

action easier. In recent months, the City has been

emissions can then use a search function to find

exploring ways to bring the Concierge to life,

trained contractors who agree to focus on helping you

including working to reconfigure our existing website

electrify. The training launched this month, and we

and meeting with peers around the nation to

hope to have our first cohort of contractors trained

understand promising practices around conveying

within the first quarter of 2022. This work is supported

energy-related information in accessible and easy to

by a grant from the Michigan Department of

navigate formats. For more details on this work,

Environment, Great Lakes and Energy (EGLE).

please contact Fang Wu (fwu@a2gov.org).

HOME AND BUSINESS ELECTRIFICATION: OSI staff

EQUITY TASK FORCE: Initiated in summer of 2021,

will be participating in a cohort of cities working on

the Equity Task Force, composed of 30 residents, is

whole-home electrification program design through

helping shape the City’s approach to equitable

an RMI “Electrify 2022 Cohort.” We continue to share

engagement in Ann Arbor while also playing an active

experiences and best practices with cities around the

role in refining the city’s communication strategy,

country in our efforts to facilitate the widespread

serving as connectors to the community and other

adoption of electrification necessary to reach our

organizations, and ensuring quality outcomes. This

climate goals. For more information, contact Julie

group also helps us establish effective community

Roth at JRoth@a2gov.org.

engagement policies, tools, and practices. More
information is available here.

HOME ENERGY RATING DISCLOSURE: When
purchasing a typical combustion engine vehicle (p.s.

GREEN RENTAL HOUSING: A Task Force comprised of

go electric!), you can expect the fuel efficiency rating

tenants, landlords, low-income housing

of the vehicle to be disclosed to you, so you know

representatives, and the Building Department has

what to expect for fuel costs. The homes we live in

been meeting throughout the fall to draft policy

also have fuel costs to heat/cool the air and water

recommendations for City Council to consider. The

we use and to operate appliances. As a means of

goal of the draft policy is to promote the health,

helping prospective homebuyers understand the

safety, comfort, and efficiency of rental units in Ann

“miles-per-gallon” or energy efficiency of the homes

Arbor by incorporating these elements into the

on the market, Ann Arbor is exploring a Home Energy

existing inspection program. Before the policy

Rating Disclosure (HERD). This program could use the

proceeds to Council, it will be presented to broader

existing home energy assessment tools available

stakeholders, go before public comment, and see

through the DOE to provide a standardized score that

review by the Energy Commission. We welcome your

is easy to understand for each listed home. The OSI

input! Keep a lookout for these information sessions

will be collaborating with real estate agents as well

and public comment periods shortly after the new

as city departments and commissions to develop a

year and feel free to reach out Zach Waas Smith with

simple and sturdy program. The plan for achieving this

any questions (zwaassmith@a2gov.org).

program is set to be presented to the Energy
Commission in first quarter 2022.

RE4M: OSI is collaborating with the Community
Action Network and the Bryant Community Center, to

ENERGY CONCIERGE: The energy concierge aims to

understand and improve the comfort and safety of the

be a one-stop shop where residents, businesses, and

homes in the Bryant neighborhood while preparing for

neighborhood wide decarbonization. Grant funds are

footprints of various food items, food waste, and

being used to perform in-person and DIY energy

packaging. In addition, OSI plans to develop a series

audits in over 150 neighborhood homes. Monthly

of educational seminars on sustainable food in early

community events support engagement and outreach

2022. For more information or with any questions,

in the neighborhood. Those interested in being

please contact Sean Reynolds (sreynolds@a2gov.org).

involved in this work should contact Simi Barr
(sbarr@a2gov.org).

SUSTAINING ANN ARBOR TOGETHER (SA2T): The
City administers a grant program for residents to

SOLARIZE: The Solarize program continues to

advance community-wide sustainability, known as the

facilitate robust uptake of residential solar in our

Sustaining Ann Arbor Together (SA2T) grant program.

community. We have now seen approximately 2.3 MW

SA2T is currently accepting applications for this year’s

of solar installed through the program, representing

grant program. Successful applicants can receive up

nearly $1 million in savings on the upfront cost of solar,

to $10,000 to advance social or environmental

and well over $12 million in energy savings over the

sustainability in the community. Learn more at

25-year warrantied period for solar panels. As a

www.a2gov.org/sa2t.

bonus, this works represents a significant reduction in
GHG emissions in our community. We also see more
and more people who have adopted solar then
becoming increasingly aware of their energy usage
and looking to both reduce usage and electrify gas
appliances, moving them even further along the path
to decarbonization. Solar as a gateway! See
www.a2gov.org/solar for more information, or
contact Julie Roth at JRoth@a2gov.org

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY UTILITY: In the fall of 2021,
the City of Ann Arbor released a report describing the
feasibility of a Sustainable Energy Utility (SEU) - a
new construct that would give city residents and
businesses the opportunity to supplement their service
from DTE with locally sourced, reliable, renewable,
and cost-effective energy. Staff in the OSI, along with
five technical advisors prepared the report, which
envisions a 100% renewable powered, reliable, local,
shared, and publicly owned municipal energy utility,
built by the community for the community. More
information is available at www.a2gov.org/a2seu. We
are also delighted to share that the OSI won the 2021
Great Lakes Renewable Energy Association Exemplary
Project Award for the Ann Arbor Sustainability Energy
Utility (SEU).

SUSTAINABLE FOOD: The City is exploring the
possibility of implementing a Sustainable Food
Purchasing policy. This policy would encourage
consideration of sustainability in all food purchases
made by the City. Considerations may include food
sourcing, animal welfare, worker’s rights, the carbon

